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Abstract – Using standard Einstein theory, baryonic mass cannot account for observed galactic
rotation velocities and gravitational lensing, attributed to galactic dark matter halos. In contrast,
theory constrained by Weyl conformal scaling symmetry explains observed galactic rotation in the
halo region without invoking dark matter. An explanation of dark halos, gravitational lensing, and
structural stabilization, without dark matter and consistent with conformal theory, is proposed
here. Condensation of uniform primordial matter into a material cloud or galaxy vacates a large
surrounding spherical halo. Within such an extended vacancy in the original cosmic background
mass-energy density, conformal theory predicts centripetal acceleration of the observed magnitude.
Introduction. – The concept of dark matter galac-
tic halos originates from dynamical studies [1, 2] which
indicate that a spiral galaxy such as our own would lack
long-term stability if not supported by an additional grav-
itational field from some unseen source. This concept is
supported by other cosmological data [3], including grav-
itational lensing [4,5]. Excess centripetal acceleration ob-
served in orbital velocities and lensing is attributed in
standard ΛCDM theory [3, 6, 7] to a dark matter halo.
A central conclusion of ΛCDM cosmology is that inferred
dark matter outweighs baryonic matter.
In the ΛCDM model, an isolated galaxy is considered
to be surrounded by a much larger spherical dark mat-
ter halo. What is actually observed is a halo of gravita-
tional field that deflects photons in gravitational lensing
and increases the velocity of orbiting mass particles. It will
be shown here that conformal theory [8–10], which modi-
fies both Einstein-Hilbert general relativity and the Higgs
scalar field model, supports an alternative interpretation
of lensing and anomalous rotation as gravitational effects
due to depletion of the cosmic background by concentra-
tion of diffuse primordial mass into an observed galaxy.
In standard theory, Poisson’s equation determines a dis-
tribution of dark matter for any unexplained gravitational
field. If dark matter interacts only through gravity, the
concept of dark matter provides a compact description of
observed phenomena, not a falsifiable explanation. Postu-
lated universal conformal symmetry [10] promises a falsifi-
able alternative, not requiring any novel elementary fields.
Conformal gravity theory is based on the conformally
invariant Weyl tensor [11]. Possible formal difficulties
[12–14] have been discussed and resolved in detail [15–17].
Conformal Higgs theory is a uniquely defined version of
standard φ4 field theory [8, 18].
As a galaxy forms, background matter density ρm con-
denses into observed galactic density ρg. Conservation of
mass and energy requires total galactic massM to be miss-
ing from a depleted background. Since the primordial den-
sity is uniform and isotropic, the depleted background can
be modeled by an empty sphere of radius rH , such that
4piρmr
3
H/3 = M . In particular, the integral of ρg − ρm
must vanish. The resulting gravitational effect, derived
here from conformal theory, describes a dark halo. This
halo model accounts for the otherwise remarkable fact that
galaxies of all shapes are embedded in essentially spheri-
cal halos. Conformal theory relates the radial acceleration
parameter of anomalous galactic rotation to the observed
acceleration of Hubble expansion.
Assuming that galactic mass is concentrated within an
average radius rg, the ratio of radii rH/rg should be very
large, the cube root of the mass-density ratio ρg/ρm. Thus
if the latter ratio is 105 a galaxy of radius 10kpc would be
accompanied by a halo of radius 10 × 105/3 = 464kpc.
Equivalence of galactic and displaced halo mass resolves
the paradox for ΛCDM that despite any interaction other
than gravity, the amount of dark matter inferred for a
galactic halo is strongly correlated with the galactic lumi-
nosity or baryonic mass [7, 19].
Together with conformal theory of anomalous galactic
rotation velocities [8, 9] and Hubble expansion [18], the
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present halo model removes any need to invoke dark mat-
ter for major isolated galactic phenomena [10]. This sug-
gests that when applied to other cosmological phenom-
ena, galactic growth and interaction and the original big-
bang itself, conformal theory will provide an alternative
paradigm to ΛCDM. It is shown here that the Newton-
Einstein model of galactic growth and interaction is sub-
stantially altered by conformal theory.
Gravitational effect of a depleted halo. – What,
if any, would be the gravitational effect of a depleted back-
ground density? An analogy, in well-known physics, is
impurity scattering of electrons in conductors. In a com-
plex material with a regular periodic lattice, independent
electron waves are by no means trivial functions, but they
propagate without contributing to scattering or resistivity
unless there is some lattice irregularity, such as a vacancy
or substituted atom. Impurity scattering depends on the
difference between impurity and host atomic T-matrices
[20]. Similarly, a photon or isolated mass particle follows
a geodesic in the cosmic background unless there is some
disturbance of uniform background density ρm.
A gravitational halo is treated here as a natural conse-
quence of galaxy formation. Condensation of matter from
the primordial uniform mass-energy distribution leaves a
depleted sphere that has an explicit gravitational effect.
The implied subtracted mass, which integrates to minus
the total galactic mass, cannot be ignored. If this mass
were simply removed, the analogy to vacancy scattering
in solids implies a lensing effect. A background geodesic
is no longer a geodesic in the empty sphere.
Following the basic concepts of general relativity, deflec-
tion of a geodesic would be observed as radial acceleration
of orbiting mass particles. It will be shown here that con-
formal theory [8, 10, 18] explains the observed centripetal
character of halo gravitation, without invoking dark mat-
ter. In standard theory, subtracted density −ρm would
predict centrifugal acceleration, contrary to observation.
Analyses of galactic rotation velocities using conformal
gravity [8,21–24], the MOND model [25,26], or the scalar-
vector-tensor theory of Moffat [27, 28], all without dark
matter, fit observed data. Analysis of Hubble expansion
using the conformal Higgs scalar field model [18,29] agrees
with consensus cosmological data [30,31] back to the CMB
epoch, also without assuming dark matter.
The fit of conformal gravity to anomalous galactic ro-
tation data implies a significant effect of the cosmic back-
ground, external to a baryonic galactic core [8, 21, 32].
The inferred centripetal radial acceleration, independent
of galactic structure and mass, is attributed here to a
galactic halo depleted of its original mass density. This
is consistent with conformal theory of both galactic ro-
tation and Hubble expansion [10]. Observed centrifugal
acceleration of Hubble expansion [33,34] is verified by the
conformal Higgs model [18]. As will be shown here, the
change of Hubble acceleration due to depleted background
mass density is consistent with the observed centripetal
acceleration due to a gravitational halo.
Summary of relevant theory. – Variational the-
ory for fields in general relativity is a straightforward
generalization of classical field theory [8, 35, 36]. Given
Riemannian scalar Lagrangian density L, action integral
I =
∫
d4x
√−gL is required to be stationary for all differ-
entiable field variations, subject to appropriate boundary
conditions. g here is the determinant of metric tensor
gµν . Gravitational field equations are determined by met-
ric functional derivative Xµν = 1√−g
δI
δgµν
. Any scalar La
determines energy-momentum tensor Θµνa = −2Xµνa , eval-
uated for a solution of the field equations.
Strict conformal symmetry [8,11] requires invariance of
field action integrals under local Weyl scaling, such that
gµν(x) → gµν(x)α2(x), where α(x) is real and differen-
tiable. For a scalar field, Φ(x) → Φ(x)α−1(x). A confor-
mal energy-momentum tensor must be traceless. This is
true for massless fermion and gauge boson fields, but not
for Einstein tensor Gµν . Conformal theory [8, 10], which
determines unique Lagrangian densities Lg for the metric
tensor and LΦ for a scalar field, removes this inconsistency.
Subgalactic phenomenology is preserved, but gravitation
on a galactic scale is modified [32]. The conformal Higgs
model determines dark energy [18, 29].
The conformal gravitational field equation is
Xµνg +X
µν
Φ
=
1
2
Θµνm , (1)
where index m refers to matter and radiation. An exact
solution inside the halo radius is given by
Xµνg =
1
2
Θµνm (ρg), X
µν
Φ
= 0, r ≤ rH . (2)
The exact source-free solution [32] of the Xg equation is
valid in the external halo, rg ≤ r ≤ rH , because ρg van-
ishes. Constants of integration fitted at rg and rH deter-
mine radial acceleration in this external halo. Xµν
Φ
= 0
is solved exactly using the modified Friedmann equation
[18] with mass-energy density omitted.
Given any uniform mass-energy density ρ, for r ≤ rH ,
field equation Xµν
Φ
(ρ) = 1
2
Θµνm (ρ) implies a modified
Friedmann equation [18]. Solution for scale factor a(t)
determines dimensionless Friedmann acceleration weight
Ωq(ρ) =
a¨a
a˙2 [18]. For uniform ρ = 0, 0 ≤ r ≤ rH , this
solves the second of Eqs.(2) within the halo radius. How-
ever, the XΦ equation includes dark energy, present re-
gardless of density ρ. This produces the centrifugal ac-
celeration of background Hubble expansion [10,18], which
must be subtracted off in order to compute observable
radial acceleration. Observed geodesics, whose bending
determines the extragalactic centripetal acceleration re-
sponsible for lensing and orbital rotation velocities, are
defined relative to the cosmic background.
What is proposed here is to solve modified Friedmann
equations for both Xµν
Φ
(ρm) and X
µν
Φ
(0) to obtain Fried-
mann acceleration weights at present time t0, Ωq(ρm) and
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Ωq(0) respectively. The observed radial acceleration is
∆Ωq = Ωq(0)−Ωq(ρm), which cancels acceleration due to
dark energy, much greater at present time than that due
to baryonic mass. This implements the argument given
above, that observed effects are determined by subtract-
ing out the uniform background mass-energy density. The
gravitational field due to ρg is augmented by a halo field
due to −ρm.
The gravitational field within a depleted halo. –
Analysis here is greatly simplified by solving the field
equations in two different metric systems, made compat-
ible by choice of constants of integration. The exterior
Schwarzschild (ES) metric is valid for Xµνg and galactic
rotational velocities in the external halo [8], while the
Robertson-Walker (RW) metric is valid for Xµν
Φ
and Hub-
ble expansion [18].
In conformal theory the most general metric outside a
static spherically symmetric source density takes the ex-
terior Schwarzschild form [32]
ds2ES = −B(r)dt2 +
dr2
B(r)
+ r2dω2. (3)
Here c = ~ = 1 and dω2 = dθ2 + sin2 θdφ2. Because the
Weyl tensor vanishes identically for the assumed uniform,
isotropic void outside a spherical baryonic galactic core,
conformalXµνg = 0 in the external halo. An exact solution
of this source-free field equation outside source radius rg
is given in the ES metric by potential function [32]
B(r) = 1− 2β/r + γr − κr2, r ≥ rg. (4)
A circular orbit outside rg is stable for velocity such that
v2 = 1
2
r dBdr = β/r+
1
2
γr− κr2. Centripetal radial acceler-
ation is v2/r. An assumed exact solution of the inhomo-
geneous field equation
Xµνg (ρg) =
1
2
Θµνm (ρg), r ≤ rg , (5)
is extended out to halo radius rH by matching to this
known external solution at rg [32].
In the depleted halo, integration parameters in
Xµνg (ρg) = 0 are determined by continuity of the implied
acceleration field at r = rg and at r = rH , where ac-
celeration must vanish for continuity with the unmodified
external cosmos. Newtonian parameter β = GM is pro-
portional to total galactic massM [32]. Neglecting param-
eter κ, Mannheim [21] determined two universal parame-
ters such that γ = γ∗N∗+γ0 fits rotational data for eleven
typical galaxies, not invoking dark matter. N∗ here is to-
tal visible plus gaseous mass in units of solar mass. This
has recently been extended to 138 galaxies whose orbital
velocities are known outside the optical disk [22–24]. Pa-
rameter κ was fitted as a global constant, not determined
by a specific boundary condition. As discussed below, the
present halo model indicates that κ should be treated as a
constant of integration whose value is determined by phys-
ical boundary conditions, in particular at the halo radius
rH .
γ0 is found to have a universal value, independent of
any particular galaxy. It is attributed here to the sub-
tracted density ρm of the present halo model. In the
Schwarzschild metric, a solution of homogeneous equation
Xµνg = 0 valid at the galactic center excludes the singu-
lar potential −2β0/r. Extending out to halo radius rH ,
B0(r) = 1 + γ0r − κ0r2, where κ0 = γ0/2rH terminates
radial acceleration at the halo boundary. There is no inte-
rior boundary value to determine acceleration parameter
γ0, which must however be consistent with the modified
Friedmann equation implied by Xµν
Φ
= 0 in the uniform,
isotropic Robertson-Walker metric, as shown below. Ra-
dial acceleration due to ρm is determined by its differential
effect on this homogeneous field equation. This follows
from the fact that the mass-energy weight parameter in
the modified Friedmann equation is much smaller than the
dark energy weight, which determines Hubble expansion
acceleration in the current epoch [18].
A uniform, isotropic cosmos with Hubble expansion is
described by the Robertson-Walker (RW) metric [35]
ds2RW = −dt2 + a2(t)(
dr2
1− kr2 + r
2dω2), (6)
for curvature parameter k. The Weyl tensor and result-
ing conformal Lagrangian density Lg vanish identically in
this metric. Lagrangian density LΦ of the conformal Higgs
model [18] contains Higgs tachyonic mass term w2Φ†Φ
and − 1
6
RΦ†Φ, dependent on gravitational Ricci scalar R.
The scalar field equation has an exact solution such that
Φ†Φ = φ20, a spacetime constant if the time variation of R
(on a cosmological time scale) is neglected. The conformal
Higgs model [18] determines a modified Friedmann cosmic
evolution equation for scale parameter a(t) that fits cos-
mological data back to the CMB epoch [30, 31] without
invoking dark matter. Higgs parameter w2 becomes dark
energy [18, 29] in this equation.
The modified Friedmann equation [10, 18] is
a˙2
a2
+
k
a2
− a¨
a
=
2
3
(τ¯ ρ+ Λ¯), (7)
where energy density ρ = Θ00m . The parameters here are
Λ¯ = 3
2
w2 and τ¯ = −3y2/φ20. Numerical factor y2, which
must be determined from empirical data, allows for a di-
mensionless coefficient of conformal LΦ, nominally taken
to be unity. The Newton gravitational constant is replaced
by a parameter of different sign and magnitude. The Ein-
stein tensor is replaced by a traceless conformal tensor.
Vanishing total trace [8] reduces the second Friedmann
equation of standard theory to an identity.
Dividing by (a˙/a)2 determines dimensionless sum rule
Ωm + ΩΛ + Ωk + Ωq = 1 for the modified equation. Ra-
diation energy density is included in Ωm here. The di-
mensionless weights are Ωm(t) for mass density, Ωk(t) for
p-3
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curvature, and ΩΛ(t) for dark energy, augmented by ac-
celeration weight Ωq(t) =
a¨a
a˙2 [18]. Galactic rotation ve-
locities, observed at relatively small redshifts, determine
radial acceleration values which can be compared with ac-
celeration weights inferred from Hubble expansion data.
Parameters γ and κ. – Mannheim parameter γ0 >
0, independent of galactic mass and structure, implies
centripetal acceleration due to an isotropic cosmological
source [21]. The parametrized gravitational field forms a
spherical halo [10]. The depleted halo model removes a
particular conceptual problem in fitting B(r) parameters
γ, κ of ds2ES to galactic rotation data [8, 21, 22]. In em-
pirical parameter γ = γ∗N∗ + γ0, γ0 does not depend on
galactic mass, so must be due to the surrounding cosmos
[21]. Mannheim considers this to represent the net effect
of distant matter, integrated out to infinity [8]. Since the
interior term, coefficient γ∗N∗, is centripetal, one might
expect the term in γ0 to be centrifugal, describing attrac-
tion to an exterior source. However, if coefficient γ0 is due
to a depleted halo, the implied sign change determines net
centripetal acceleration, in agreement with observation.
Integration parameter κ, included in fitting rotation
data [22,23], cuts off gravitational acceleration at a bound-
ary radius. In the halo model, κ is determined by the
boundary condition of continuous acceleration field at halo
radius rH , determined by galactic mass, except for the
nonclassical linear potential term due to to the baryonic
galactic core. If this were determined directly by the Xg
equation for the material galaxy, there is no obvious rea-
son why it should terminate at the halo boundary. In a
galactic cluster, mass conservation prevents interpenetrat-
ing halos, which may determine effective radii.
Universal parameter γ0 implies a halo contribution to
function v2(r) that is the same for all galaxies, deviat-
ing only as r approaches the halo radius. For galaxies of
the same mass, the full parameter γ = γ∗N∗ + γ0 im-
plies identical ”dark matter” rotation curves, as exempli-
fied for galaxies NGC2403 and UGC128 in Fig.1 of Ref-
erence [19]. This supports the empirical argument for a
universal nonclassical rotation curve [7] and for a funda-
mental relationship between observed baryonic mass and
inferred dark mass [19]. Such a relationship is an immedi-
ate consequence of the depleted halo model.
The halo model defines cutoff parameter κcore =
GM/r3H and nonclassical κ0 = γ0/2rH , which enforce con-
tinuity by terminating the acceleration field at rH . For
r ≤ rH but outside baryonic density bound rg , v2 for
galactic rotation is the sum of three independent terms:
v2core =
GM
r
(1− r3/r3H), (8)
v2halo =
1
2
γ0r(1 − r/rH), (9)
v2ncl =
1
2
N∗γ∗r(1 − r/r∗). (10)
Recent analysis of the Xg field equation in the
Schwarzschild metric [17] indicates that Mannheim pa-
rameter γ∗ is in fact determined by the XΦ equation, in
analogy to γ0. This would imply that γ
∗r should also
cut off at rH . In either case, parameter κ invalidates the
Newtonian virial theorem for galactic clusters. Implica-
tions are discussed below. It would be informative to fit
galactic rotation data [22, 23] using κ = κ∗N∗ + κ0. De-
viations of κ from a universal constant might determine
halo radii dependent on baryonic mass, while κ∗ would
test whether or not γ∗r is cut off at the halo radius.
Parameters Ωk, Ωm, and γ0. – In the external halo,
for rg ≤ r ≤ rH , a solution of Xµνg = 0 is determined
by ES metric constants of integration β, γ, κ, proportional
to galactic mass, fitted at rg to an interior solution for
ρg 6= 0 [32]. Xµνg = 0, 0 ≤ r ≤ rH for primordial uni-
form background ρm, because the Weyl tensor vanishes.
The exact background solution, regular at the coordinate
origin, can only affect Mannheim parameters γ and κ.
Subtraction of the background can be expressed in terms
of Friedmann acceleration weight parameters Ωq in the
RW metric. Geodesic deflection in the halo is due to net
acceleration ∆Ωq = Ωq(halo) − Ωq(cosmos), related to
∆ρ = ρg − ρm = −ρm within the halo. ES parameter γ0
must be consistent with RW acceleration ∆Ωq.
∆Ωq can be approximated in the halo (where X
µν
g = 0)
by solving equation Xµν
Φ
(halo) = 0 in the RW metric
to determine Friedmann weight Ωq(halo), and by solv-
ing Xµν
Φ
(cosmos) = 1
2
Θµνm (ρm) to determine Ωq(cosmos).
The modified Friedmann equation, with relevant parame-
ters, is exact in each case. From the modified Friedmann
sum rule, net acceleration weight Ωq(cosmos) = 1−ΩΛ −
Ωk −Ωm. If the halo is a true vacuum, in which both ρm
and curvature parameter k vanish, Ωq(halo) = 1−ΩΛ, so
that ∆Ωq ≃ Ωk +Ωm, neglecting any change in ΩΛ.
Positive ρm implies Ωm < 0, because of negative coef-
ficient τ¯ . Curvature k ≥ 0, such that Ωk(cosmos) ≤ 0,
implies a metric singularity at large r which may be
related to Hubble radius c/H0. For nonnegative cos-
mic curvature, ∆Ωq < 0, implying centripetal acceler-
ation and positive γ0, consistent with observed anoma-
lous galactic rotation [8, 21, 22]. In Hubble units such
that ~ = c = 1 and Hubble function a˙/a = 1, at
present time t0, for γ0 = 3.06 × 10−30/cm, deduced from
galactic rotation data [8, 21, 22], and Hubble length unit
c
H0
= 1.314 × 1028cm, radial acceleration implied by γ0
is − 1
2
γ0
c
H0
= −0.0201. The corresponding acceleration
weight ∆Ωq ≃ Ωk +Ωm = −0.0201 is consistent with em-
pirical Ωk = −0.0125± 0.0065 [31].
Empirical γ0 may give the most accurate current esti-
mate of Ωk + Ωm. Hubble expansion data for redshifts
z ≤ 1 can be fitted with Ωk + Ωm = 0 [18]. Accurate
data for large redshifts and for the CMB is required for an
independent value of this sum and for the individual Fried-
mann weights. Further analysis of the cosmic curvature
parameter and of the time variation of Higgs model pa-
p-4
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rameters is needed. Consistency of lensing and anomalous
rotation constrains both ΛCDM and conformal models.
Accurate rotational and lensing data for the same galaxy
would provide a quantitative test of theory.
Galaxy formation and galactic clusters. – A de-
pleted halo accompanies any condensation of the cosmic
background. The resulting centripetal gravitation stabi-
lizes such condensations, so that concentration and sta-
bilization are concurrent. It is unnecessary to assume an
initial concentration of dark matter.
A new rule must be valid for galactic collisions: the
total empty volume must remain equal to the total galactic
mass divided by the cosmic background mass density ρm.
Halos cannot overlap, but must distort the background
density to preserve total empty volume. This may have
the effect of limiting galactic growth in clusters. Two halos
in contact would remove background matter that might
otherwise fall into either central galaxy.
The intergalactic potentials derived here terminate ei-
ther at the halo radius or at some radius to be determined
by dynamic modeling. Hence the Newtonian virial theo-
rem is not valid for clusters. Relative kinetic energy of
colliding galaxies would be partially converted to ther-
mal energy of the redistributed cosmic background den-
sity. Detailed modeling, starting with two colliding halos
with their central galaxies, is needed to estimate the net
thermal energy transferred to intergalactic dust or gas in
a galactic cluster. The need for dark matter in galactic
clusters should be reexamined on the basis of such mod-
eling.
The rules for galaxy formation are modified. Current
dynamical models of galaxy and galactic cluster formation
should be revised to take into account concurrent halo for-
mation, absence of dark matter, and modified intergalac-
tic potentials. It would be informative to test conformal
theory using a revised dynamical model. Conclusions of
standard dynamical models should be reexamined.
The MOND model [3, 26], which has been applied suc-
cessfully to a wide variety of cosmological phenomena,
parametrizes an assumed failure of Newtonian dynamics
for acceleration less than a universal constant. Similarly,
conformal theory finds new gravitational effects (accelera-
tion parameters γ) when Keplerian radial acceleration in
a galaxy drops to a value comparable to that due to the
universal effect of a galactic halo, as considered here. This
suggests that other successful applications of MOND, not
yet studied by conformal theory, will also turn out to be
explained when such studies are carried out.
Conclusions. – Galaxy formation by condensation
from the primordial cosmos implies a gravitational halo
field due to depletion of the original uniform isotropic mass
distribution. Standard Einstein-Hilbert theory, implying
centrifugal acceleration of a photon or orbiting mass par-
ticle in a depleted halo, is contradicted by observed cen-
tripetal lensing and enhanced rotation velocities, implied
by conformal theory.
Conformal gravity, the conformal Higgs model, and the
present depleted halo model are mutually consistent. To-
gether they account for observed excessive galactic rota-
tion velocities, Hubble expansion, stabilization of growing
galaxies, and galactic lensing, without invoking dark mat-
ter, and explain the source and magnitude of dark energy.
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